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Talk back to City Hall — online
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Next time Yalecrest or another neighborhood rages, residents will have a direct pipeline to City Hall.

Upset about possible neighborhood bars? Mother-in-law apartments? Fees along North Temple Street? Or a dog
park crackdown at Parley’s Historic Nature Park?

You, too, can have your virtual voice heard through Salt Lake City’s new online forum dubbed Open City Hall.

Launched last week, the Web program allows direct feedback on issues both specific and generic. Once a user
registers his or her name and address — www.slcgov.com/opencityhall — he or she can post statements for the
public record. Comments will be reviewed by city officials before key votes and remain visible for other residents
to read.

“We’re trying to find new ways that people can participate and not have to turn their lives upside-down to come
to a public meeting,” says Mary DeLaMare-Schaefer, deputy director of community and economic development.
“We’re just kind of experimenting with it, piloting it, but I think it’s something that can serve us well.”

The software is the brainchild of Peak Democracy, a Silicon Valley-based company that counts about 20 other
cities from California to Georgia as clients. Salt Lake City planner Nole Walkingshaw caught the demo this
summer during a Las Vegas conference on local government initiatives.

“I was really impressed by it,” says Walkingshaw, the city’s planning program supervisor. “It kind of puts us in a
neutral position. That’s the idea — we don’t have to be that controlling.”

Watching the June presentation, Walkingshaw remembered Yalecrest, where residents were ripping into city
officials and one another about whether to establish a historic district along the east bench.

“It seemed like a really good way to put it out in the open,” Walkingshaw said of the Web forum. “Here’s a true
fact sheet, maybe not what your neighbors gave you.”

The software allows residents to register by real name or semi-anonymously. But it requires an address so the city
can track the input — from outside or inside the city, and from specific neighborhoods. The “amazingly cheap”
service costs the city $500 a month, Walkingshaw says, with no long-term contract. If it flops, he says, the city
simply can turn it off.

Operating less than a week, “Open City Hall” has just a handful of comments, mostly about the fate of Yalecrest.
Planners envision creating more topics ranging from Mayor Ralph Becker’s sustainability measures to the debate
about allowing pubs in neighborhood commercial centers such as 9th and 9th. Short-term subjects, corresponding
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to a specific council or commission agenda item, also could be posted.

“Over time an archive will form so you can go back and review the subjects,” adds Walkingshaw, who notes
updates can be sent through Facebook, Twitter, RSS feed, other social media or e-mail.

The voluntary forum has a strict privacy policy to protect the confidentiality of users.
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Listen up, City Hall

O Salt Lake City has launched a new online forum to collect public input on any issue facing the capital. Residents
can weigh in on Open City Hall by registering their names and addresses. Comments will be reviewed by the
Planning Commission and City Council before key votes.

> www.slcgov.com/opencityhall
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